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US Macro: Trump to face a new debt ceiling - The Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015
suspended the debt limit until 16 March 2017, allowing unlimited borrowing for the past 17
months. This means that on 16 March, the debt limit be reset and it will reflect the
cumulative borrowing in this period. The debt limit, which is commonly referred to as the
debt ceiling, is the total amount of money that the US is authorised to borrow to meet its
existing legal obligations, including Social Security and Medicare benefits, military salaries,
interest on the national debt (securities issued by the government) and other payments. The
debt limit is authorised by law and in the past it has been recurrently lifted. When the debt
limit was suspended in 2015, it amounted to USD 18.1 trillion. Since then an additional USD
1.8 trillion has been borrowed and further borrowing will need to be included. According to
the Congress Budget Office, if the debt limit remains unchanged the Treasury will probably
run out of cash in the fall of 2017. At such time, the government would be unable to fully pay
its upcoming obligations. However, there are extraordinary measures that can be taken to
provide additional borrowing room after the resetting of the debt limit. These include the
suspension of certain investments which are rolled over (for instance the Exchange
Stabilisation Fund), as well as suspending issuance of new State and Local Government
Debt. Given that Republicans are controlling Congress, we don’t think that a stalemate of
the debt ceiling is likely, but it may take some days for a new agreement to be reached.
(Maritza Cabezas)
US Macro: Labour market to continue improving - February’s ADP report showed the
labour market continuing to improve. Private employment increased by 298K down from
246K in January. Job gains in activities that previously showed a difficult recovery have
been picking up strongly. Goods-producing employment improved, mainly in construction
and manufacturing. Stronger hiring is likely driven by increasing business confidence,
particularly among small and medium-sized business. On Friday, we will have the labour
market report. We expect an increase of 180K in private payrolls, but the risks are to the
upside. Unemployment should edge up to 4.7%. February’s ISM manufacturing survey
recently published showed a slight slowdown in the employment component. Meanwhile,
February’s services ISM showed that job creation edged up slightly compared to the
previous month. Chair Yellen has signalled that if employment and inflation are continuing to
evolve in line with expectations that a rate hike in March is likely. We expect a rate hike in
March and two more rate hikes, in June and September, but the risks are tilted towards a
fourth rate hike. (Maritza Cabezas)
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Global Markets:
M
US re
eal yields driv
ve gold and the US dollar - T
There has been a lot of
focus rec
cently on the ssell-off in precio
ous metal price
es including golld prices. Gold prices have
fallen by
y around 3.5%, following the strong
s
start to the
t year. Desppite the recent sell-off
s
we
think tha
at gold prices h
have been very
y resilient, given
n the circumstaances. Financia
al markets
have now
w fully priced in
n a rate hike by
y the Fed in Ma
arch. As a resuult the 2y US Treasury
T
yields ha
ave risen beyon
nd the peak in December 201
16 of 1.30% annd currently are
e just below
1.34%. In December, g
gold prices reached a low of USD
U
1,121 perr ounce. Despite the
D 90 higher tha
an in
higher 2y US Treasuryy yields, gold prrices currently are about USD
Decemb
ber 2016. The rrelative resilien
nce in gold price
es can be fullyy explained by two
t
crucial
drivers. First, the behavviour of US rea
al yields and, second, the US
S dollar (which is also
elds). US real yields
y
are the dominant driverr for gold prices
s and the US
affected by US real yie
dollar. In
n January and F
February, US real
r
yields decllined, pushing the US dollar lower and
gold pric
ces higher. How
wever, over the
e recent days these real yieldds have edged higher,
supporting the US dolla
ar and weighin
ng on gold price
es. This modesst pickup in rea
al yields may
continue
e in the coming
g weeks but we
e expect them to peak later in the year, whic
ch will
probably
y result in a reb
bound in gold prices.
p
Having said
s
that, it willl be interesting to see the
reaction of the US dolla
ar to importantt US data releases this week, such as the US
U
employm
ment report on Friday. If hourlly earnings com
me in around eexpectations an
nd the rest of
the US employment
e
re port is strong, the US dollar will
w probably prrofit. However, if hourly
earnings
s are much high
cted and the rest of the reportt is also strong investors
her than expec
may starrt to worry that the Fed is beh
hind the curve. It is likely that this will weigh on the
dollar an
nd support gold
d prices. For more, please see Precious Metaals Watch – Pullback in gold
prices (G
Georgette Boele
e)
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